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i 
Introduction 
In this paper I shall describe, or rather sketch, a non commutative defor-
mation theory, and show its relationship to the notion of quivers, and other 
combinatorial invariants, in the theory of representations of Artin k-algebras, 
and to the notion of almost split sequences in general. 
I claim that the formal or local moduli in this non commutative context 
will be of interest in many situations, for example in the study of singularities 
in algebraic geometry. 
The idea is very simple. Let k be a field and let ar denote the category 
of r-pointed not necessarily commutative k-algebras R, for which R/r ~ kr 
where r is the radical of R. For r = 1, there is an obvious inclusion of 
categories 
l ~ a1 
where l, as usual, denotes the category of commutative local artinian k-
algebras with residue field k. 
Fix a not necessarily commutative k-algebra A and consider an A-module 
M. The ordinary deformation functor 
DefM: l--+ Sets 
is then defined. Assuming Ext~(M, M) has finite k-dimension fori= 1, 2, it 
is well known, see [S] or [La2], that DefM has a noetherian prorepresenting 
hull H, the formal moduli of M. Moreover H can be computed in terms of 
Ext~(M, M), i = 1,2 and their matric Massey products, see [La2]. 
Notice that when A is a commutative local k-algebra with residue field 
A/m = k, then the completion A is the formal moduli of the residue field k 
considered as an A-module, see [La2]. 
In particular A may be reconstructed from Ext~(k, k), i = 1, 2 and their 
matric Massey products. 
Consider, in the general case, a family V = {Vi}r=1 of A-modules. In §2 
we shall define a deformation functor. 
Defv: ar--+ Sets 
generalizing the functor DefM above, retaining its main properties, such that: 
(i) There exists a pro-object H(V) = H of ar, a prorepresenting hull of 
the functor Defv, which we shall refer to as the formal moduli of V. 
(ii) H can be computed in terms of the system of Ext-spaces 
Ext~(Vi,Vj), l=1,2, i,j=1,···,r, 
and their matric Massey products. 
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(iii) There exists a formal versal family of H®A-modules V which, when 
algebraic, describes the system of deformations of the individual Vi's 
and their incidences, etc. 
(iv) If A is an object of ar, and if V = {ki}i=t is the family of simple 
r 
A-modules, i.e. such that A/r ~ I1 ki, then A~ H(V). 
i=l 
Applying this deformation theory to the case where A is hereditary, we ob-
serve that quite a few of the known results on such algebras can be deduced 
rather easily from general principles. This holds in particular for the classifi-
cation of algebras of finite representation type, their Gabriel quiver structure 
and the properties of the corresponding quadratic forms, see e.g. [G], and §1 
and §2, below. 
In general, the Auslander-Reiten quiver relates to the tangent structure 
of H(V) in the following way, see §3: 
There exists in the non commutative deformation theory an obvious anal-
ogy to the notion of prorepresenting (modular) substratum H 0 of the formal 
moduli H, on which the construction of the local moduli suite in the commu-
tative case, is based, see [La-Pf]. The tangent space t 0 of H0 is determined 
by a family of subspaces 
to(i,j) =: Ext6(Vi, Vj) ~ Ext1(Vi, Vj), i =/= j 
the elements of which should be called the almost split extensions (sequences) 
relative to V, and by a subspace, 
to(~)~ ITExt1(Vi, Vi) 
i 
which is the tangent space of the deformation functor of the full subcategory 
of the category of A-modules generated by the family {ViH=t· If V = {Vi}r=1 
is the set of all indecomposables of some "natural" category of A-modules, 
say maximal Cohen-Macaulay, and if 
(i) EndA(Vi) is a local k-algebra fori= 1, · · ·, r 
(ii) dimkExt1 (Vi, Vj) < oo for i,j = 1, · · ·, r. 
then we show that the above notion of "almost split sequence" coincides with 
that of Auslander. 
The notion of A.-R. quiver then turns out to correspond to an incidence 
diagram for modular deformations. Observe that, in general, the k-algebra 
H0 and its corresponding modular family Vo contains much more information 
than what may be deduced from the tangent level. 
This paper is a corrected and slightly extended version of a preliminary 
manuscript written and circulated in 1988. The ideas of that manuscript have 
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been the basis for a couple of Master theses at the Mathematics Department 
of the University of Oslo. 
In particular Runar Ile has in his Masters theses, Oslo 1990, computed the 
non-commutative deformations for some classes of Maximal Cohen-Macaulay-
modules over the simple singularities, restricting to one-member families {V}, 
and Arvid Siqveland has in his Master theses, Oslo 1990, done nice calcu-
lations on the formal moduli, in the commutative situation, for the MCM-
modules for E6 (curve case). These results will, hopefully, occur shortly in 
these Preprint Series. 
1 Preliminaries on deformations of modules 
1.1 Formal moduli 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Given a k-algebra 
A and an A-module M, we may consider the deformation functor 
DefM: l---+ Sets 
where l is the category of local artinian k-algebras s with residue field k, i.e. 
such that dimks is finite. In [La2] we prove that, when 
dimKExt~(M,M) < oo, i = 1,2 
there exists a complete local k-algebra H" determined by a family of partially 
defined matric Massey products 
n 
@Ext~(M,M)·---+ Ext~(M,M), 
which is a prorepresenting hull for DefM, i.e. such that there is a surjective 
smooth morphism of functors 
p: Mor(H",-)---+ DefM 
inducing an isomorphism on the tangent level, i.e. such that 
p(k[c]) : Mor(H", k[c]) = DefM(k[c]) 
Notice that we may identify Mor(H", k[c]) with the Zariski tangent space 
tH ~ (m/m2)* where m is the maximal ideal of H", and we may identify 
DefM(k[c]) with Ext1(M, M). There is no requirement of commutativity in 
this set-up. Therefore A may very well be a non commutative k-algebra. If 
it is, we shall agree to consider only right A-modules M. 
Observe that corresponding to the identity 1H E Mork(H", H") there 
exists the formal versal family M" = { Mn}n~l, where each Mn is a deforma-
tion of M to H/mn, i.e. an H/mn ®k A-module, flat as an H/mn-module, 
such that M ~ k ®H Mn. 
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1.2 The Kodaira-Spencer morphism 
Let S be any commutative k-algebra and consider any S ®k A-module M8 . 
There exists a Kodaira-Spencer morphism 
g: Derk(S)---+ Ext1®kA(Ms,Ms) 
as explained in [La-Pf] §3. Explicitely, g is given as follows. Consider an 
S ®k A-free resolution L of Ms with differential d. Given any D E Derk(S), 
we obtain 
0 = D(d ·d)= D(d) · d + d · D(d) 
It turns out that the element 
{(-l)iD(di)} E Hom1~M(£.,£.) 
is a cocycle in the Yoneda complex Homs~M(L., L.), which defines an element 
g(D) E Ext1®A(Ms, Ms). 
Obviously, if g(D) = 0, then 
D(d) = d ·ry+ (-l)*ry · d 
for some 17 = {Yi} E Hom~®A ( L., L.). This 17 induces an isomorphism 
id +rye: E Homs[c]®A(Ms[c:], Ms[c:]) 
which is id +De: : S[c:] ---+ S[c:] linear. This, incidentally, proves that 
D---+ g(D) = {D(di)} 
is the Kodaira-Spencer map and provides us with a neat way of computing 
g. 
Now, given any two A-modules M and N such that Ext~(M,N) = 0 for 
i ~ 0 and ei = dimkExt~(M,N)::; oo for all i ~ 0. Put 
r 
X(M, N) := 2:) -l)iei 
i=l 
Suppose there is a family V = {Vi}r=1 of A-modules such that each pair Vi, Vj 
satisfy the conditions above, and suppose M is constructed by successive 
extensions using Xi times the module Vi, then 
r 
X(M) := X(M, M) = L Xi. XjX(Vi, Vj) 
i,j=l 
Definition In the situation above, we shall denote by 
Qv = q 
the quadratic form 
qv(M, N) = X(M, N) + X(N, M). 
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In particular we find, with the notations above, that qv(M, M) =2xrXCVi, Vi)+ 
L:r,j=I,ih xi-xjX(Vi, V,.). This, type II, form will be called the quadratic form 
associated to V. 
1.3 Algebraization of the formal versal family 
Going back to the situation of (1.1), w~hall say that a pointed k-algebra 
H of finite type and a H ®k A-module M is an algebraization of the formal 
versal family if for every n there is an isomorphism of projective systems, 
(H/m~) ®H M = Mn 
where m 0 is the maximal ideal corresponding to the base point of H. Using 
Artins approximation theorem we may easily prove the following. 
Proposition If A is a graded Noetherian or an Artinian k-algebra, M is 
an A-module of finite type and of finite projective dimension such that 
(i) dimk Ext~ (M, M) < oo, i = 1, 2, 
(ii) All sufficiently high order Massey products are zero. 
Then there is an algebraization of the formal versal family of M. 
Proof: In this case there exists a pointed k-algebra of finite type H, such 
that H", the completion of His the formal moduli, see [La2]. Let LA. be 
a finite free resolution of the formal versal family, i.e. such that LA. : 0 -+ 
(H®A)nP+ 1 ----+ • • ----+ (HA ® At0 ____. MA -+ 0 is an exact sequence. 
dp do p 
Since the equations of matrices do · d1 = 0 have solutions in HA, there 
are solutions in the Henselization H providing us with the resolution L. of 
an algebraization M of MA. QED 
Corollary Let A be a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra and let M be 
any finite type A-module. Then there is an algebraic miniversal deformation 
M of M with base space H = Spec( H) such that H = Symk(Ext~ (M, M)*) ~ 
k[t~, ... , teJ 
Proof: Let 0 -+ L1 ~ L0 -+ M -+ 0 be an A-free resolution of M. Then 
Ext~(M, M) ~ HomA(L1, L0)/(imd* + imd*) where d* : HomA(L1 , L1) -+ 
HomA(L~,L0) and d*: HomA(L0 ,L0)-+ HomA(L1 ,L0 ) are the obvious mor-
phisms. Pick a basis { ti, ... , t:1 } of Ext~ ( M, M) represented as morphisms 
6, ... , c;e1 of Hom A (L1, Lo). Consider the morphism 
d: H ®k L1 -+ H ®k Lo 
defined by 
e1 
d = idH ® d + L)ic;i . 
i=l 
By the general theory H = coker d is a miniversal deformation of M in a 
neighborhood of 0 E H. QED 
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Remark Let, from now on, H be an affine open subset of this universal 
base space, containing 0 and on which d has maximal rank. We may assume 
H = k[t17 ••• , te1]{s} for some s E k[t1, •.• , te1], s(O) =/:- 0. There is an exact 
sequence of H ®k A-modules 
d -0 ---+ H ®k L1 ---+ H ®k Lo ---+ M ---+ 0 
Since d has maximal rank everywhere on H we find for every t E H an exact 
sequence of A-modules. 
d(t) 0 ---+ L1 ---4 L0 ---+ M(t) ---+ 0 
In particular dimk M(t) = dimk L0 - dimk L1 is constant. There is a com-
mutative diagram of exact sequences 
- - - 1 --0---+Endn®kA(M) ---+Homn®~(H®kLo, M) ---+Homn®~(H®kLl, M) ---+ExtH®kA(M, M) ---+0 
Since Ext~= 0 fori 2: 2, the vertical map '1/J is onto and the Snakes lemma 
produces a long exact sequence 
from which we read off that 
X(M(t)) = X(M) for all t E H. 
Recall the following 
Definition The A-module M is called rigid if Ext~ (M, M) = 0. 
1.4 Local moduli and the conditions (A1), (A2) and (V') 
In [La-Pf] we prove that under the conditions, 
(A1) There exists an algebraization (H, M) of the formal versal family. 
(A2) This (mini-) versal family is formally versal in a neighborhood of the 
base point. 
(V') Essentially saying that Ext~ (M, M) = 0, implying that His nonsingu-
lar. 
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there exists a local moduli suite for M, i.e. a family of algebraic spaces 
{Mr }~~0 where e1 = dimkExt1(M, M), 
the points of which classify the isomorphism classes of the A-modules 
{M(t) = k(t) ®H MitE Spec(H) = H} 
up to a finite - to - one correspondence. 
The construction of this moduli suite depends upon the notion of modu-
lar, or prorepresentable, substratum of H". This is a closed subscheme 
H~ ~ H", maximal with respect to the following property: In the commu-
tative diagram of functors on l, 
Mor(H", -) I ~DefM ~ 
Mor(H6', -) 
the morphism p0 is injective. 
It is obvious that the Lie-algebra EndA(M) operates on Ext1(M, M). In 
[La-Pf] §2, we prove the following. 
Proposition The tangent space tHo of H(; coincides with the subspace 
Ext1(M, M)EndA(M,M) ={f. E Ext1(M, M) IV¢ E EndA(M), ¢f.- f.¢= 0}. 
of the tangent space tH = Ext1(M, M) of H". 
Assume for a moment that there exists an algebraization (H, M) of the 
formal versal family of M. It is then reasonable to make the following. 
Definition M is said to be of simple _!!:.eformation type, if for all t E H, in 
a neighborhood of the base point, H0 (M(t)) ~ k. 
Proposition Suppose M is not rigid, and 
(i) EndA(M) is a local k-algebra 
(ii) dimkExt1 (M, M) < oo 
Then tHo =1- 0, so M is not of simple deformation type. 
Proof: As Lie-algebra EndA(M) acts nilpotentely on Ext1(M, M). There-
fore by Engels theorem 
t = Extl (M M)EndA(M) --'- 0 Ho A ' I · 
QED 
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Proposition Assume the conditions (A1), (A2 ) and (V') above and let 
(H, M) be an algebraization of the formal versal family of M. Suppose 
End A ( M) = k. Then 
(1) M is indecomposable 
(2) H 0 = H in a neighborhood of the base point, and for every t E H, M ( t) 
is indecomposable with EndA(M(t)) = k. 
Proof: Since EndA(M) = kit is easy to see that the natural map H; = 
EndH.®A(M,{') is an isomorphism, and that Hb'. = H;, this follows from 
Schlessinger [Sch]. 
Now consider the Kodaira-Spencer map 
and let V = ker g. 
Then, by (3.12) [La-Pf], the modular substratum H 0 ~His the closed 
subscheme along which V vanish. Since Hb'. = H;, H 0 contains an open 
neighborhood of*, and we may, as well, assume this to be H. Therefore H 
is modular. But then the morphism 
is surjective for all t E H. Moreover the completion of the natural morphism 
is an isomorphism. 
As our assumptions imply that EndH®A(M) is an H-module of finite 
type, this again implies that for some neighborhood of *, 
and the Proposition follows. QED 
In [La-Pf], §3, we construct the room Mr of the local moduli suite by 
glueing together local representatives of the H~'s corresponding to those 
M(t), t E H such that, 
e1(t) := dimk Ext1(M(t), M(t)) = r. 
This is possible in the etale topology, but not necessarily in the Zariski topol-
ogy. 
Notice that the following result is slightly different from the above. 
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Corollary Suppose (A1), (A2) and (V') hold. Suppose moreover that 
EndA(M) = k and that Ext~(M, M) =/= 0 (i.e. M is not rigid). Then there 
exists an infinite modular family of deformations of M. In particular there ex-
ists an infinite number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules. 
Proof: Since by the above Proposition, H~ = H" for every module in the 
family M ( t), it follows from [La-Pf) §3, that dim M e1 = dimk Ext 1 ( M, M) 2: 1. 
The rest follows from the: 
Proposition Let (M, H) be a modular family of A-modules, such that all 
geometric fibers M(t) are isomorphic. Then His finite, i.e. His artinian. 
Proof: Suppose H is not finite, then there exists a valuation ring 0 and 
a surjective homomorphism H ---+ 0. By modularity the Kodaira-Spencer 
morphism 
g: Derk(O)---+ Exto®kA(M fiYH 0, M fiYH 0) 
is injective. Let K be the field of quotients of 0 and let k ~ 0 be any big 
enough algebraically closed field extension. Then ( M flY H 0) ®on = M flY H n 
is the generic fiber of M, which by assumption is isomorphic to M ®k 0, M 
being the fiber of M at the center of 0. But this is a contradiction, since 
tensorizing g with K on 0, we find a commutative diagram 
In which 9K must be injective. However tensorization by 0 on K gives us a 
morphism of 0-vectorspaces 
which must be zero since M fiYH 0 ~ M ®k 0 is a "constant" family. 
QED 
Proposition Let A be an artinian k-algebra. Suppose A is hereditary and 
that there exists an A-module M with X(M) ~ 0, (q(M) ~ 0) then there 
exists an infinite family of indecomposable modules. 
Proof: Consider the algebraic miniversal family M of M. Ther~are two 
cases. Either M is modular, tl).erefore infinite, or it is not. Suppose M modu-
lar and suppose M ~ M1 EB M2, M1=/=0,M2=/=0. Then Ext1(Mi,Mi)=O for 
i=/= j. Otherwise the endomorphisms (lMu 0) and (0, 1M2 ) in EndA(M1 EB M2) 
acts nontrivially on the components Ext1(Mi, Mj), i =/= j of Ext1(M, M), 
which would contradict modularity. Therefore 
Ext1(M, M) = Ext1(Ml, M1) EB Ext1(M2, M2). 
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But then M ~ MI EB M2 and we must have X(Mi) ~ 0 for at least one 
i = 1, 2. Moreover dimk Mi < dim M, i = 1, 2. Assume that M is not modu-
lar. Then there is a deformation MI of M such that dimk Ext~(MI, MI) = 
min{dimkExt~(M@,M(t)) It E H}. Since X(MI) = X(M) < 0 the mini-
versa! base HI of MI is nontrivial, and since M is formally versal on H, MI 
is modular. But then either MI is indecomposable or we produce one module 
M2 , dimk M2 < dimk MI with X(M2 ) ~ 0, and we keep going. This proves 
the Proposition. QED 
1.5 Examples. Hereditary algebras, Gabriel quivers 
and the associated quadratic form 
Let A be any finite category of global dimension ~ 1, say a quiver in the 
sense of Gabriel, see [G], or an ordered set. Put A= k[A], then the category 
of A-modules is equivalent to the category of presheaves of k-vectorspaces on 
A. Let M be such a presheaf of finite dimensional k-vectorspaces. 
The conditions (AI), (A2) and (VI) of (1.4) obviously hold in this case. 
In particular let for every A E A, k>. be the presheaf defined by k>.(X) = 0 
if X =J A, k>. (A) = k. Then the family of simple A = k[A]-modules, or the 
family of irreducible representations of A, is {k>.hEA· 
One checks that the associated quadratic form X is exactly the quadratic 
form of the quiver considered in the literature, see [G). 
Now suppose M is a rigid indecomposable A-module. Then obviously 
X(M) = eo- ei = 1. 
qv(M) = 2. 
In fact if we pick for every A E A a k-vectorspace L(A) then we know 
from [La1] that the projective system on A, i.e. the k[A]-module defined by 
L>. = II L(A') 
>.'~>. 
with obvious inclusion morphisms 
L>.l --+ LA2 
if AI ~ A2, is a projective object in the abelian category of projective systems 
(presheves) on A. From this follows immediately, 
Proposition Let A be an ordered set and AI, A2 E A then 
- { ~ 
- { ~ 
- { ~ 
if AI =J A2 
if AI= A2 
if AI > A2 and minimally such. 
otherwise 
unless A contains a loop. 
if {X E AlAI ~ X ~ A2} is a simple loop. 
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Remark Given the k-algebra k[A] we easily recover the ordered structure 
of A, by simply considering the irreducible (simple) k[A]-modules Vi = k>.., 
and then computing the Extl[A](Vi, Vj). This however presupposes that we 
know that k[A] is the k-algebra of some ordered set. 
The full characterization, given in (2.4) relies on the Massey product 
structure of the Vi's. 
It is now easy to prove the structure theorem of Gabriel for finite repre-
sentation type k-algebras of the form k[A]. In fact consider the ordered set 
A: 
4 
0 0 
t 
corresponding to the quiver I 10-0~05 0-0-0 p I 
0 0 
2 
and the corresponding forms: 
X: [ {1 
0 0 0 
{1] q: [ {1 
0 -1 0 tl 1 0 0 2 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 2 0 0 0 1 -1 0 2 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
X has a positive zero (1, 1, 2, 1, 1) corresponding to the module M = k1 EB 
k2 EB ki EB k4 EB ks. 
By the above Proposition this shows that k[A] does not have finite 
representation type: In the same way we list the other relevant ordered sets: 
A: 3 O~O~o~O~O 
1 2 L 6 7 
o4 
i 
o5 
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 1 -1 0 -1 0 
X: 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 
X has a positive zero (1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1), so k[A] does not have finite represen-
tation type. 
A: o~o~o~o~o~o~o 
i 
0 
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1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 
X: 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 1 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 
X has a positive zero (1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 2, 1), so l[A] does not have finite repre-
sentation type. 
E 9 =A: 0+--- 0~0+---0~0+--- 0~0+---0 
i 
0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
X: 0 0 0 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 
X has a positive zero (2, 3, 4, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1), so k[A] does not have finite rep-
resentation type. 
Es=A: 3 4 5 6 7 8 o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
1 I 
0 
2 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 2 -1 0 0 0 0 
X: 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 -1 2 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 1 -1 0 0 
q: 0 0 0 -1 2 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 
We know that q = r 8 is nondegenerate of type II, see [Serre]. This means 
of course that q has no positive zeros. From the results above it follows that 
the k[A]'s corresponding to quivers of the form An, Dn or E6 , E7 , E8 are the 
only algebras of this form which are hereditary and of finite representation 
type. 
This is Gabriels classification theorem, see [G], or [R]. 
Given a category ~, see [La2] for the definition of the category Mor ~ 
and the complex D*(~,-). 
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Theorem Let A be an ordered set and Fa k[A]-bimodule. Then 
F(>..1, )..2) = C).l. F. C).2 
is a presheaf F on MorA and we have the canonical isomorphism 
HH*(k[A],F) ~ H*(D*(A,F)) =lim (*)p. 
-MorA 
Proof of Theorem: Consider the Hochschild comples CH* = CH*(k[A],F) 
and a cocycle ~ E CHP. Let 7/Ji = (>..~ ~ Ai) be the generators of k[A]. Assume 
7/Ji · 7/Ji+1 = 0, i.e. Ai =/= )..~+ 1 , and consider the 
~(7/J1, ... '7/Jp) = ~(7/J1, ... '7/Ji, 7/Ji+1, ... '7/Jp). 
Let C:i = 1)., = (>..i ~ Ai) and c:~ = 1~, = (>..~ ~ >..D and evaluate d~ on 
(7/J1, · · ·, 7/Ji, C:i, 7/Ji+b · · ·, 7/Jp), 
d~(7/J1, · · ·, 7/Ji, C:i, 7/Ji+1, · · ·, 7/Jp) = 7/J1~(7/J2, · · ·, 7/Ji, C:i, 7/Ji+1, · · ·, 7/Jp) 
i-1 
+ L( -1)j~(7f;1, ... '7/Jj. 'lj;i+1, ... 7/Ji, Ci, 7/Ji+1, ... '7/Jp) j=1 
+( -1)i~(7/J1, · · ·, 7/Ji, 7/Ji+1, · · ·, 7/Jp) 
p-1 
"'"" "+1 + ~ (-1)3 ~('lj;~, ... ,'lj;i,C:i,'lj;i+1,···,7/Jj"'lj;j+l,···,7/Jp) j=i+1 
+( -1 )P+l~( 7/J1, · · · , 7/Ji, C:i, 7/Ji+l' · · · '7/Jp-1)7/Jp 
From this and from the symmetrical formula, i.e. the one we get by con-
sidering d~ evaluated on ( 7f;1, ... , 7/Ji, c:~+l, 7/Ji+ 1, ... , 7/Jp), we deduce that if 
7/Ji7/Ji+1 = 0 we may write 
~(7/J1, · · ·, 7/Ji, 7/Ji+I, · · ·, 7/Jp) 
as a sum of~ evaluated on strings with one more composable identity C:i. 
Continuing, repeating this procedure we see that ~(7j;1 , ... , 7/Ji, 7/Ji+1, ... , 7/Jp) 
is a sum of~ evaluated at composable strings of elements, and this in such a 
way that~ obviously is determined by its values on such composable strings. 
Moreover we see that d~( 'lj;1, ... , 7/Jp, c:~) = 0 implies that ~( 'lj;1, ... , 7/Jp) = 
~(7/J1, ... , 7/Jp)c:~+ a sum of~ evaluated at strings of the type (7/JL ... , 'lj;~_ 1 , c:~). 
Since ~(c:i, C:i, ... , c:i) E C:iFc:i, this and the dual evaluation implies that 
~(7/Jt, ... , 7/Jp) E c1Fc:~. 
But then the inclusion D*(A, F) ~ CH*(k[A], F) induces an isomorphism in 
cohomology. QED 
Corollary If M and N are two modules on k[A] (left or right) then 
Homk(M>.1 , N>.2 ) defines a presheaf Homk(M, N) on Mor(A) and 
ExtZ[AJ(M, N) = l~ (*)Homk(M, N). 
MorA 
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Example Let A = A3 : 
1 2 3 
0---+0---+0 
MorA is then r: 
1 2 3 
0 0 0 
\I \I 
0 0 
" / 0 
Consider k1 and k2 and let us compute 
as a presheaf on MorA = r. 
Homk(k1, k2)(i,j) = { 0 k i # 1 or j # 2 i=1 j=2 
so, together with an injective resolution, it looks like 
0 0 0 k k 0 k k 0 
R*: 0 ---+ \1\1 k 0 
\I 
\I\/ 
k 0 
\I 
\1\1 
0 0 
\I 
0 0 0 
Recall 
---+ 0 
lim (1) F = Extf(k, F)= H 1(lim(H)) = k EB k/ ((a, a)) ~ k 
+--- +---
r r 
And obviously 
lim (o) F = Homr(k, F)= H 0 (limH) = 0. 
+--- +---
r r 
as it should. 
Corollary Global dim k[A] ::; dim MorA. 
Proof: Global dimk[A] = min{n I Ext~t] = 0}. Since 
dim MorA = min {m II~ m+l = o} 
MorA 
the Corollary follows from the above results. QED 
Corollary Suppose A= k[A] has finite representation type. Let M be an 
indecomposable A-module, put 
M = (x.xhEA, where for A E A, M(.\) = kx>-, then q(x.x) = 2. 
Conversely, given a vector (x.x).xEA such that q(x.x) = 2, then there exists an 
indecomposable A-module M with vector (x,x). 
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Proof: See [G] or observe that the only statement that needs a proof is the 
last one. 
Take M0 = EBk~->.._ Since A is supposed to be of global dimension:::; 1, and 
has finite representation type, we may show that there exists a rigidification 
of Mo. Call this M. Since X(M) = X(Mo) = 1, EndA(M) = k and M is 
indecomposable, obviously with q(x>.) = 2X(M) = 2. 
2 Non commutative deformations 
2.1 The category an test algebras and liftings of mod-
ules 
Let ar be the category of "r-pointed" Artinian k-algebras. An object R of 
ar is a pair of morphism of Artinian k-algebras kr ~ R ~ kr such that the 
composition is the identity and such that 
r 
Rjr(R) ~ II kj, 
j=l 
where r(R) is the radical of R. A morphism¢: R ~ S of ar is a morphism 
of k-algebras inducing the identity on kr, i.e. such that 
kr ~ Rjr(R) ~ Sjr(S) ~ kr, 
is the identity. Pick idempotents ~ E R such that 
Then, for every (i,j), we shall consider the subspace Ri = eiRei ~ R, and 
the pairing 
Ri ®k Rik ~ I4k 
given in terms of the multiplication in R. 
Let 
R' = (I4i) 
be the matrix algebra, the elements of which are matrices of the form 
with eij E Rh i,j = 1, · · · ,r. There is an obvious homomorphism of k-
algebras 
j:R~R' 
defined by 
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r 
Since 1 = L: ei it is clear that j is an isomorphism. 
i=l 
Now, for any pair (i,j), i,j = 1, ... ,r, consider the symbol Eij, and let's 
agree to put all products of such symbols equal to zero. Then we define the 
(i,j)-test algebra R(i,j) as the matrix algebra 
j 
R(i,j) ~ {:· k · Eij 
·:·) for i # j 
j 
R(i,i) ~ {:· k[Eij] 
·:·) for i = j 
Denote by HH"(A,-) the Hochschild cohomology of the k-algebra A. If W 
is an A-bimodule denote by Derk(A, W) the k-vectorspace of derivations of 
A in W. Thus 'lj; E Derk(A, W) is a linear map from A to W such that 
'lj;(a1 · a2) = a1'1j;(a2) + 'lj;(a1)a2. 
In particular, any element wEW determines a derivation i(w) EDerk(A, W) 
defined by i(w)(a) = aw- wa. There is an exact sequence 
If Vi, Vj are right A-modules, then 
is an A-bimodule. In fact if¢ E Wij, then a¢ is defined by (a¢)(v) = ¢(va), 
and ¢a is defined by (¢a)(v) = ¢(v)a. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that 
HH0 (A, V/ Q9 Vj) = HomA(Vi, Vj) 
HH1 (A, ~* ® Vj) = Ext~(Vi, Vj). 
Fix from now on a family V = {Vi}i=1 of right A-modules, and consider for 
every 'lj; E Derk(A, ~* Q9 Vj) the left R(i,j)-module and right A-module 
J 
V1 
'l Vi . . . tij Vj 
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defined by 
c J·a~ 
V1a 
I via Eij ('¢(a, vi) + vja) 
(1) Vi EijVj Vj via 
via 
Vra 
and the obvious left R(i,j)-action. 
The R(i,j)- and the A-action commute, therefore we have got a 
R(i,j)® A-module, such that 
kt ®R(i,j) 1/ij('l/J) ~ \tl. 
Vii ( '1/J) is called a lifting of V to R( i, j). It is easy to see that if '1/J maps to 
zero in HH1(A, ~* ® Vj) = Ext~(Vi, Vj) then the lifting Vii('¢) is trivial, i.e. 
isomorphic to the trivial one. Conversely, if Vii('¢) is trivial, then '1/J maps to 
zero in Ext~ (Vi, Vj). 
2.2 The non commutative deformation functor 
We are now ready to start studying non commutative deformations of the 
family V = {Vi}i=I· We define the deformation functor 
Defv : ar ~ Sets 
as follows: 
Defv(R) ={isoclasses of R ®k A-modules V together with isomorphisms 
~ ®R V =Vi such that Vis "R-flat" (or, is a lifting)}. 
Notice that flatness means the following: 
V ~ (Rii ®k Vj) 
as matrices of k-vectorspaces, where Ri = eiRei as above. 
Let 1f : R ~ S be a morphism of ar, such that r ( R) · ker 1r = 0. Morphisms 
like this will be called small. Then, if V E Defv(R) it is easy to see that 
S ®R V E Defv(S) and that V = ker{V ~ S ®R V} is, as an R-module, 
r 
an R/r(R) = $~-module. Put ker1r = (Kij), then V = (Vii) where 
i=l 
Vii= Kii ®k Vj. 
Consider now the k-vector spaces 
Et = Ext~(Vi, Vj)*, 
i.e. the dual k-vectorspaces of Ext~ (Vi, Vj), and the k-algebra of matrices, 
r; ~ (: · ·. :) + (g;E~) 
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where as above, we put all products of the Eij 's equal to zero. Now let for 
every i,j = 1, ... ,r, and k = 1,2, 
k { t~. (£) }e'; ~J £=1 
k 
be a basis of Et, and let {'lj;~(£)};~1 be the dual basis. Thus efi = dimk Et. 
Consider the k-algebra 
(2) 
"freely generated" as matrix algebra by the subspace (Et). An element of 
Et is then a matrix where the elements are linear combinations of elements 
of the form: 
Tij = t~1 (£!) ® tjd2 (£2) ® · · • ® tJm-dm (£m), 
j = Jm, 1::; fs::; e~•-li•' 1::; j 8 ::; r, m 2:: 1. 
of Et; ® EJd2 ® ... ® EJm-li. 
Obviously 
T{ = T1 /r(T1) 2 . 
where r(T1) is the two-sided ideal of T1 generated by (Ei}). 
Lemma Let R be an object of ar and suppose that there exists a surjective 
homomorphism 
¢2 : T{ ---+ R/r(R)2 , 
then there exists a surjective homomorphism 
which lifts ¢2. 
Definition For every object R of ar, put 
and call it the tangent space of R. 
Lemma Let¢: R---+ S be a morphism of ar. Assume¢ induces a surjective 
homomorphism 
,j..l • t* t* 
'P • R---+ S 
(or an injective homomorphism on the tangent space level). Then¢ is sur-
jective. 
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Notice that if, in the situation above, we pick any k-vectorspaces Fi;, then 
there is a unique maximal pro-algebra F = F(Fi;) in ar with tangent space 
tp ~ (Fij) 
F is defined by the formula (2) above, withE replaced by F. 
To prove the existence of a hull for the deformation functor Defv the 
basic tool is the obstruction calculus, which in this case is easily established: 
Proposition Suppose R ..t. S is a surjective small morphism of ar. i.e. 
suppose kerq) · r(R) = 0. Put kerq) = (Ii;). Consider any Vs E Defv(S). 
Then there exists an obstruction 
which is zero if and only if there exists a lifting VR E Defv(R) of Vs. The set 
of isomorphism classes of such liftings is a torsor under 
(Ext~(~, V;) ®k li;). 
Proof: As a k-vectorspace VR = (~; ® V;) maps onto Vs = (Sii ® V;). The 
action of an element a E A on V8 is uniquely given in terms of the maps 
We may of course lift these to linear maps 
inducing a lift of the action of A on 
r 
ffiSi; ® V; 
j=l 
to a k-linear action of A on 
r 
€9~· ® v; .. 
. 1 3 3 3= 
The obstruction for this to be an A-module structure is as usual the Hochschild 
2-cocycle 
'lj}(a, b)= u(ab)- u(a) · u(b) E (Endk(~, V;) ®k Ii;). 
The fact that this is a 2-cocycle follows from 
u(c) · '¢2(a, b) - c · '¢2 (a, b) 
'¢2 (a, b)· u(c) - '¢2(a, b) · c 
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and the obvious relation 
d'lji(a, b, c) = a'ljJ2 (b, c) - 'ljJ2 (ab, c)+ 'ljJ2 (a, be) - 'ljJ2 (a, b) · c 
= a(a)(a(bc) - a(a)a(c))- (a(abc)- a(ab)a(c)) + (a(abc)- a(a)a(bc)) 
-(a(ab)- a(a)a(b))a(c) = 0. 
Suppose the class of 7/J2 in (Ext~(Vi, 10) ®k Iij) is zero. This means that 
'lj;2 = d¢, where ¢ E Homk(A, (Endk(Vi, 10) ® Iij), 7/J2(a, b) = d¢(a, b) = 
a¢(b) - ¢( ab) + ¢(a )b. Let a' = a + ¢ and consider 
a'(ab)-a'(a)a'(b) = a(ab)-a(a)a(b)+¢(ab)-a(a)¢(b)-¢(a)a(b)-¢(a)¢(b). 
Since the matrix ¢(a)¢(b) =0 as Iwljk=O, Vi,j, k and since a(a)¢(b) =a¢(b), 
¢(a)a(b) = ¢(a)b for the same reasons, we find that a'(ab) - a'(a)a'(b) = 0, 
i.e. there is a lifting of the A-module action to VR = (Rij ® 10). 
If we have given one A-module action a on VR lifting the action on V8 , 
then for any other a' we may consider the difference 
Consider 
d(a'- a)(a,b) = a(a'(b)- a(b))- (a'(ab)- a(ab)) + (a'(a)- a(a))b. 
As above we may substitute a'(a) for a and a(b) forb, and expression becomes 
zero. 
Thus a' - a = ~ defines a class f. in 
(Ext~(Vi, 10) ®k Iij). 
If f.= 0, then ~ = d¢, ¢ E (Homk(Vi, 10) ®k Iij) such that a'(a) - a(a) = 
a¢-¢a. 
Let ¢ = ( </>ij), then ¢ij defines an isomorphism 
¢ : EB~j ® 10 - EB~j ® Vj 
j j 
¢ = id+¢ 
lifting the identity of EB Sij ® 10· Moreover 
j 
a(a)(id +¢)(vi)= (a(a)vi +a¢( vi) 
= a'(a)(vi) + ¢(avi) = (id + ¢)a'(a)(vi) 
since ¢(a'(a)vi) = ¢(avi)· 
Therefore the A-module structures on 
defined by a and a' are isomorphic. The rest is clear. 
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QED 
Theorem The functor Defv has a prorepresentable hull H in ar, i.e. there 
exists a surjective morphism of functors on ar, 
p: Mor(H,-)--+ Defv 
such that p is smooth and an isomorphism on the tangent level. Moreover, 
H is uniquely determined by a set of matric Massey products of the form 
Ext1( 1 7. v;. ) t0. • • • t0. Ext1(V:· V:·) · · · --+ Ext2(\l; V:·) Vi, 31 'DI 'DI 3n-ll 3 ~' 3 · 
Notice first that pis an isomorphism at the tangent level means that pis an 
isomorphism for all objects R of ar for which r(R)2 = 0. 
Proof: Word for word we may copy the proof (4.2) of [La2]. In particu-
lar H /r(H) 2 ~ TJ and Mor(H, R(i,j)) ~ Homk(Ei~' k) ~ Ext~(Vi, Vj) ~ 
Defv(R(i,j)). 
Notice that the universal lifting of V to TJ is the Ti ®k A-module V; 
with the right A-action defined as above (1) and with the obvious Ti left-
action. To obtain H we kill obstructions for lifting V2 successively to 
Tj = T 1/r(T1) 3 ,T} etc. just like in the commutative case. QED 
Remark (i) The action of an element a E A on an element w = (wij) of 
V; is given as follows. 
Since Wii E Vi E9 Ei1 ®k Vi and fori=/= j, Wij E Ei~ ®k Vj, we assume that 
Wii Vi+ t}i(fi) Q9 V~i 
Wij t}i ( fii) Q9 v:i i =I= j 
where viE Vi, v:i E Vj, and where {tli(£)}~!;!1 is the chosen basis of Ei~· Recall 
that {,P}i(£)}~!;! 11 the dual base, consists of elements ,P}i(£) E Ext~(Vi, Vj), 
which may be represented as elements of Derk(A, V,:* ®k Vj). Then the matrix 
is given as: 
(w · a)ii =Vi· a+ L tMfi) ® (-¢M£i)(a, vi)+ v:i ·a) 
£, 
and 
(w · a)ij = L t}i(fij) ® (,Pi~(l!ij)(a, vi)+ v~i ·a). 
j,£;; 
(ii) The proof of the existence of a prorepresentable hull of Defv can, of 
course, be modeled on the classical proof of M. Schlessinger [S], This has 
been carried out by Runar Ile in his Masters Thesis, Oslo 1990. 
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2.3 A general structure theorem for artinian k-algebras 
Observe that for every deformation V' E Defv(R) there exists a unique ho-
momorphism 
'f/V': A~ R®End(V') := (~j ® ~* ® Vj) 
where, as usual ~i = eiRei. 
This map is given by the following: Let a E A and consider the element 
v E Vi, then obviously 
z 
0 0 
·. 
v= l®v EV' 
0 0 
Since for li E R li · v = v, it is clear that 
so (v · a)kl = 0 for k =f:. i, thus v ·a is a linear combination of elements of the 
form: 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
and we associate to a E A the morphism 
0 0 0 
~r ® Vr - Z 
0 0 0 
or the corresponding element of 
Now R ® End(V) is a k-algebra, and obviously the map 'f/V' : A ~ R®End(V) 
is a homomorphism of k-algebras. 
We would like to describe the kernel and the image of the map 
TJ : A ~ H ® End(V) . 
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To do this we need to consider the matric Massey products of the form 
(Ext~ (V), . .. , Ext~ (V)), £terms, £ 2: 2 
by which we shall understand the partially defined matrix Massey products 
of the form 
Ext~(V) ® · · · ® Ext~(V) · · ·---+ Ext~(V), f terms, f 2: 2 (*) 
the obvious generalizations of the matrix Massey products introduced in 
[La3]. Here we shall describe these products using Hochschild cohomology. 
We obtain in this way a more convenient way of describing the map 'f/ and 
maybe also an easier way of understanding the nature of the notion of Massey 
products. 
For £ = 2, the Massey product above is simply the cup product 
Ext~(V) ® Ext~(V)---+ Ext~(V) 
defined by: Let (7/Ji~), (7/Jti) E Ext~(V), and express 7/J~ as 1-cocycles in 
-1 -2 the Hochschild complex, i.e. 7/Jij E Derk(A, Homk(Vi, Vj)), 7/Jii E Derk(A, 
Homk(Vi, Vj)). The cup product (7/Ji~ U (7/Jti) E Ext~(V), now denoted 
((7/J[i), (7/J?i)) E Ext~(V) 
is defined by the 2-cocycle in the Hochschild complex 
1 2 """ -1 -2 ((7/Jij), (7/Jii))ik(a, b) = ~ 7/Jii(a) o 7/Jik(b) E Homk(Vi, Vk) 
j 
Suppose ((7/Jli), (7/J?i)) = 0, this means that there exists, for each i, k a 1-
cochain <J>fl in the Hochschild complex, i.e. a map 
</>}~ E Homk(A, Homk(Vi, Vk)) 
such that d<f>fl = ((7/Ji~), (7/Jti))ik, i.e. such that for all a, bE A, 
a</>}~(b)- </>}~(ab) + </>}~(a)b = L ifi&(a) o if;Jk(b) 
j 
Given classes 7/J1 = (7/Ji~), 7/J2= (7/Jti), 7/J3= (7/Jfi) E Ext~(V) such that (7/JI, 7j;2) = 
(7j;2,7j;3) = 0 there exists </>12 = (</>}l),</>23 = (<J>t2) E Homk(A,Homk(Vi, Vk)) 
such that 
d¢12 = ( 7/J1' 7/J2)' d¢23 = ( 7/J2' 7/J3) . 
Then there exists a matrix Massey product 
(7j;1, 7j;2, 7/J3) E Ext~ (V) 
defined by the 2-cocycle 
(7j;1, 7/J2, 7j;3)ik(a, b)= L </>}}(a)'I/J]k(b)- L 7/Ji~(a)</>J~(b) 
j j 
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in Homk(A ®k A, Homk(Vi, Vj)). 
As in [La3] there is a sequence of defining systems giving rise to the family 
of partially defined Massey products ( *). 
Now if a E A, then denote by ai E Homk(Vi, Vi) its action on Vi, i = 
1, ... , d. Let End0 (V) be the diagonal matrix (Endk(Vi, Vi)), contained in 
the matrix Endk(V) := (Endk(Vi, Vj)). Put, 
End(V)a = (a1, .•. , ad) E Endo(V) ~ End(V) 
If a E A is such that End(V)a = 0, this means that a acts trivially on each Vi. 
Let '1/J E Ext~(V) be represented by 1-cocycles '1/Jii E Derk(A, Endk(Vi, Vj)). 
Then if End(V)a = End(V)b = 0, we have that 
'1/Jii(ab) = a'I/Jii(b) + '1/Jii(a)b = 0. 
This shows that '1/J E Ext~ (V) defines a unique k-linear map 
'1/J: {a E A I End(V)a = 0}----* Endk(V), 
vanishing on all squares. 
Let a E A, End(V)a = 0, and put 
Ext~(V)a = 0 
when '1/;(a) = 0, V'lj; E Ext~ (V). Consider the sub k-vector space of A 
K2 ={a E A I End(V)a = Ext~(V)a = 0}. 
Let 2: O'.ij'I/Ji ® 'lj;i E Ext~ (V) ®Ext~ (V) such that its Massey (cup-)product 
is zero, i.e. such that: 
'Laij('I/Ji,'I/Jj) = o. 
Then there exists a 1-cochain 4> E Homk(A, (Homk(Vi, Vj))) such that 
d¢= 'Laij('I/J\'1/Ji). 
ij 
Since d¢ = 0 implies that 4> represents an element of Ext~ (V) it is clear that 
4> defines a unique k-linear map 
4>: K2 ----* Endk(V). 
Let us denote by 
ker (Ext~ (V), Ext~ (V)) 
the subset of Ext~ (V) ®Ext~ (V) for which the Massery product (i.e. the 
cup product) is zero. Then we may put 
ker(Ext~(V), Ext~(V))a = 0 
if for every d¢ E ker(Ext~(V), Ext~(V)), ¢(a)= 0. 
Let 
K 3 ={a E A I End(V)a = Ext~(V)a = ker(Ext~(V), Ext~(V))a = 0} 
Continuing in this way we find a sequence of ideals {Kn}n2:l, 
K 1 = ker{A----* End(V)}, and it is easy to prove the following 
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Theorem Let A be any k-algebra and let V = {Vi}i=1 be a family of 
A-modules. Then the kernel of the canonical map 
is determined by the matrix Massey product structure of Ext~(V), i = 1, 2. 
In fact 
kerry= n Kn. 
Proof: The A-module structure on V defines a homomorphism of k-algebras 
which, since the action of A and that of H commute, induces a homomor-
phism of k-algebras 
Modulo r( H) this is the map. 
d 
TJ: A~ EndA(V) = ITEndA(Vi), 
i=l 
and modulo r(H)2 we may, using the above notations, write: 
as 
d 
'f/1: A~ H2 ® Endk(V) =IT Endk(Vi) + (Ei~ ® Homk(Vi, Vj)) 
i=l 
'f/l(a)ij = 8ij ®TJo(a)i + L:tij(£ ®7/Ji~(.e)(ai-), 
£ 
{ 0 i=/=j 8ij = 1 i = j 
Now, by construction H is the quotient of the formally free k-algebra T 1 
generated by the independent variables { tij ( £), .e = 1, ... , .eij} as explained 
above. The relations of T 1 are generated by linear combinations of monomials 
in these variables of the form 
00 
Yik = L L a{j~;::~Jr-l,ktiil (.el)tid2 (£2) ... tir-!,k(.er) 
r=l i,l 
corresponding to elements 
and the coefficients a are expressed in terms of partially, but inductively well 
defined, matric Massey products, such that 
Yik( (,P}h (£1), · · ·, 'l/J}r_1 ,k(£r))) = a:j~;:::~.ir-l,k · 
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We therefore obtain a basis, as k-vector space, for H by considering the 
Massey products inductively defined on 
Dr ~ Ext~ (V) ® · · · ®Ext~ (V) 
( ).r_ : Dr. --+ Ext~ (V) 
and picking, in a coherent way, a basis for 
coker{Ext~(V)*-+ D;} = (ker( )r )*. 
This is the conclusion of the Theorem. QED 
Remark Let Eii be an extension of Vi by Vj, then as a k-vector space 
Eii = V; EB Vi and the right action by A is defined by: ( Vj, vi) E Eij, a E A 
(vj, vi)= (via+ 1/Ji~(a, vi), via) 
when the condition on 1/Ji~ E Homk(A, Homk(Vi, V;)) is simply that 1/Jfj E 
Derk(A, Homk(Vi, V;)) so that 1/Jt defines an element ifi~ in Ext~(Yi, Vj). 
Suppose we consider an extension Eijk of Eij by Vk. Then as a k-vector 
space Eijk ~ Vk EB Eii = Vk EB Vj EB Vi and the action by A is defined by 
(vk, Vj, vi)a = (vka + cjJ(a, (vj, vi)), Vja + 1/Jij(a, vi), via) 
when by additivity 
Put 
1/JJic1(a, vi) = cjJ(a, Vj, 0)), 1/JJ;/(a, vi) = cjJ(a, (0, vi)), 
then the conditions on the action imply 
and 
1/JJJc1 E Derk(A, Homk(Vj, Vk)) 
1/J}ic1 E Homk(A, Homk(Vi, Vk)) 
dn/,1,1 _ n/,0,1 n/,1,0 
'f'ik - 'f' jk 0 'f'ij . 
-o 1 1 This means that 1/Jjk E ExtA(V;, Vk) and that the cup product 
ifi0•1 U ifi1•0 E Ext~(Yi, Vk) 
is zero. 
Now, consider an extension Eijkl! of Eijk by Yg. As before the action of A 
on Eijk£ is given by 
(vi, vk, Vj, vi)a = (via+ cjJ(a, vk, Vj, vi), vk ·a+ 1/Jlk(a, vi)+ 1/JJic1(a, vj), 
Vja + 1/Ji~(a, vi), Vi· a). 
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The conditions on¢> are expressed by: 
'l/J?d0'1(a,vk) = cf>(a,vk,O,O) 
'l/JJ£1'1(a, Vj) =¢>(a, 0, Vj, 0) 
'l/Jfk1'1(a, vi)= ¢>(a, 0, 0, vi) 
d'l/JJ£1,1 _ 'l/J?d0,1 0 'l/JJJc1,0 
dn/•.1.k,1,1 n/,0,1,1 n/,1,0,0 + n/,0,0,1 n/,1,1,0 
'P. 'P jl 0 'Pij 'Pkl 0 'Pik 
-oo1 1 -oo1 -o1o This means that '1/J/d ' E Ext A (Vk, Vi), that the cup product '1/Jid ' U 'lj;jk' E 
Ext~ (Vj, Vi) is zero, and that the Massey product 
is zero. 
It is clear how to continue. Notice, nevertheless, the fact that at each 
step the function 
is additive in the vj's, and that we have not assumed, in any way, that the 
Vi's be different or of any special type. 
Corollary Suppose the k-algebra A is of finite dimension, and let the family 
V = {Vi}i=1 contain all simple representations, then 
is injective. 
Proof: Let a E A, and suppose rJ(a) = 0. Since A as a right A-module is 
an extension of the Vi's we may assume there are exact sequences of right 
A-modules 
0---+ Q1---+ A--+ EB Vi---+ 0 iEh 
0---+ Q2---+ Q1---+ EB Vi---+ 0 iEh 
0---+ QN---+ QN-1---+ EB Vi---+ 0 
iEfN 
with QN = EB Vi, QN+I = 0. 
iEIN+l 
Since End(V)a = 0 it follows from the firste exact sequence above that 
1· a= a E Q1 . Consider the exact sequence 
0 ---+ EB Vi ---+ A/ Q2 ---+ EB Vi ---+ 0 
iEh iEh 
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Since Ext~ (V)a = 0 it follows that 1 · a= a E Q2 . In fact, multiplication by 
a is zero on Vi, i = 1, ... , rand on A/Q2 it is therefore given by the elements 
in Ext~ (V). Continuing in this way, considering the extensions 
0--+ E9 Vi --+ A--+ A/QN--+ 0 
iElN+l 
we deduce from the Lemma that multiplication by a on the right in the middle 
term is given by a cochain '1/Jij E Homk(A, Homk(Vi, 11;)), i E 11, j E In+l 
such that 
d'I/J'/k = :L ffj o '1/JJk . 
p+q=n 
j 
But since, by the Theorem, 
ker(Ext~(V), ... , Ext~(V))a = 0 
this means that '1/Jij(a)=O for all i,j, and so by induction aEQn=?aEQn+I, 
so a= 0. QED 
Corollary Suppose A is an object of ar, and let V = {Vi}i=1 be the family 
of simple representations, with Vi~ ki. Then 
A~H 
Proof: Obviously A is an A®kA-module, fiat over A, therefore A E Defv(A). 
(k ... k) Since End(V) = ~ ~ we see immediately that A as A ®k A-module 
is versal. But then the unicity of the hull of Defv gives us an isomorphism: 
¢>:H-+A QED 
Corollary Let G be a finite reductive group, and put A = k[G], k alge-
braically closed. Let V = (Vi)i= 1 be the set of irreducible representations. 
r 
Then H ~ kr and A~ E9 Endk(Vi). 
i=l 
Proof: Since A is semi-simple all Ext~(Vi, 11;) = 0. See that the last isomor-
phism is exactly the rJ of the theorem. QED 
2.4 Examples. Reconstructing an ordered set A and 
k[A], from the category of simple modules 
Let A be an ordered set, see (1.5), and let A= k[A], V = {kA}.xEA· Then the 
Corollary above implies that H ~ k[A]. 
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Example 1. By the general theory we know that A= k[A] is the matrix 
algebra generated freely by the immediate relations )q > .\2 , i.e. those for 
which {X E A I .\1 >X> .\2} = 0, modulo relations of the form 
ex> .x~)(.x~ > .xD 
= (.\' > .\~)(.\~ > .\~) 
(.\~1 > .\) 
(.\~2 > .\) 
They correspond to the first obstructions, given by the ni term well defined 
Massey products 
Ext~(k_x,, k_x~) ® · · · ® Ext~(k.x;.1 , k.x) -+ Ext~(k_x,, k_x) 
Ext~(k.x,, k_x~) ® · · · ® Ext~(k_x;2 , k.x) -+ Ext~(k.x,, k.x) 
There are as many relations as there are base elements of Ext~ ( k.x', k.x). 
2. Let's check this for the dimond, i.e. for A: 
One easily computes the Ext's, 
1 
0 
I\ 
20 03 
\I 
0 
4 
{
0 i =j 
Ext~(k.x., k.xi) = kk for i = 1, j = 2, 3 
for i = 2, 3, j = 4 
2 {0 for (i,j) =1- (1,4) ExtA(k_x.,k_x3.) = k £ . 1 . 4 or z = , J = 
The two cup-products 
are non-trivial. At the tangent level we have: 
0 k 0 k (
k k k OJ 
H2 = 0 0 k k 
0 0 0 k 
Therefore H must be a quotient of the matrix ring, 
t12. k 
k 
0 
0 
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The kernel of T 1 --+ H is given in terms of the cup products above. In 
fact, since we have t;'3 U t34 = ti2 U t2.t = y* where y* is the generator of 
Ext~ (k>.1 , k>.4 ), the kernel of T1 --+His simply t13 ® t34 + t12 ® t24 such that 
(
k k k k) 0 k 0 k 
H- 0 0 k k ~ k[A] . 
0 0 0 k 
as it should. 
In general, we may reconstruct A from the tangent space t H and the 
Massey-products above. 
The corresponding problem for finite groups, i.e. reconstructing G from 
k[G] is called the isomorphism problem. Due to some nice examples of Dade, 
we know that this is hopeless. In fact there are two non isomorphic finite 
groups such that their group algebras are isomorphic for all fields. 
3 Non commutative modular deformations 
3.1 The modular (prorepresenting) substratum, its 
tangent space, and almost split sequences 
Consider as above a family V = {Vi}r=l of A-modules, and consider the 
k-algebra 
End(V) = (HomA(Vi, Yj)). 
Suppose from now on that the modules Vi are different, i.e. non isomorphic, 
indecomposables, and that EndA(Vi) is a local ring with maximal ideal mi. 
Lemma Under the above assumptions, the radical of End(V) has the form 
j 
m1End(V1) 
( ) ( (v) ) z- miEnd(Vi) : HomA(Vi, lj) r V = r ij = (i =I= j). 
Proof: We need only check that r is an ideal, and this amounts to proving 
that if ¢ii E Hom(Vi, Vj) i =/= j and ¢ii E Hom(Vi, Yj) then 
¢ii¢ii E mi ~ End(Vi). 
If not, ¢ii¢ij is an isomorphism, and we may as well assume that ¢ii¢ii = idv,. 
But then Yj ~ Vi EB ker ¢ii which contradicts the indecomposability of Vj. 
QED 
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In particular this lemma proves that 
if A is Noetherian and all Vi are of finite type. We shall assume from now on 
that this is the case. 
Obviously there is a left and a right action of End(V) on 
ty = (Ext~(Vi, V;)). 
The difference between these actions defines the action of the Lie algebra 
End(V) on ty. The invariants of ty under the Lie algebra r(V), defined by 
is, in analogy with ordinary deformation theory, see [La-Pf], §2, and recall 
(1.4) above, the tangent space of the modular, or prorepresentable substratum 
Hoof H. 
Lemma Let f. E ty0 , with f.= (f.ij), then for all cjJ = (c/Jkl) E r(V) we have 
fori =J j 
Moreover, for all i, j 
Proof: Just computation. 
cPeif.ii = 0 
f.iicPie = 0 for all f. 
QED 
Definition In the above situation, an extension f. E Ext~ (Vi, Vj) is called 
a left almost split extension (resp. a right almost split extension), lase (resp. 
mse) for short, if for all cPki E r(V)ki (resp. cPik E r(V)jk) 
cPkif. = 0 (resp. f.cPik = 0). 
An extension f. which is both a lase and a rase is called an ase, an almost 
split extension. 
This, of course is nothing but a trivial generalization of the notion of 
almost split sequence, due to Auslander. 
Denote by Ext}(Vi, Vj) (resp. Ext~(Vi, V;)) the subspace of Ext~(Vi, Vj) 
formed by the lase's (resp. rase's), and put 
t~ - (Ext}(Vi, V;) ~ ty 
t~ - (Ext~(Vi, Vj) ~ ty 
tH t~ n t~ =: (Ext!(Vi, V;)) ~ ty. 
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Observe that since the left and the right action of End(V) on tH commute, 
End(V) acts at right on t1I and at left on t'H. Moreover, by the lemma above 
Observe also that if EndA(Vi) = k + mi the diagonal part of tHo is exactly 
the tangent space of the deformation functor of the full subcategory of mod A 
generated by V, see [La2]. 
3.2 The structure of the modular substratum, and 
the existence of almost split sequences 
From now on, assume that tH is a k-vectorspace of finite dimension. Then 
the radical r (V) of End(V) acts nil potently on t H. 
Corollary Given i E {1, ... , r }, assume there exists one j E {1, ... , r} 
such that Ext~(Vi, Vj) i= 0. Then there exists a -r(i) E {1, ... , r} such that 
Ext~(Vi, Vr(i)) =/= 0. 
Proof: This is simply Engels theorem for the right action of r(V) on tH. 
QED 
Theorem Suppose V is such that every extension f. E Ext~ (Vi, Vj) is of the 
form 0 ---+ Vj ---+ E ---+ Vi ---+ 0 with E a direct sum of Vk's. Then, for every 
i = 1, ... , r, such that there exists a j = 1, ... , r for which Ext~(Vi, Vj) i= 0, 
there is a unique ase of the form 
Moreover, if we agree to put -r(i) = i for those i's for which Ext~(Vi, Vk) = 0 
for all k, then 
T: {1, ... ,r}---+ {1, ... ,r} 
is a permutation. 
Proof: We already know that there exists a rase of the form 
Suppose f.i is not killed by the left action of r(V), then there exists a 
¢>ki E HomA(Vk, Vi) for k i= i, or an element ¢>ii E mi ~ End(Vi), and a 
commutative diagram, 
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Suppose V7 (i) ~ Ek is not split, then 
V..-(i) 
is split, since ~i is a rase .. Let pr.: Ek EB Ei ~ Ek be the splitting. But 
then the two following diagrams commute: 
H nf, • h • • f E E V..-(i) E d h • • ere o/ik IS t e composition o i ~ k EB i an t e proJectiOn 
V..-(i) 
· Ek EB Ei ~ Ek and ¢ik the induced map. 
This means that (¢ki¢ik)~i = ~i which is impossible since (¢ki¢ik) acts 
nilpotently on Ext~(Vi, V7 (i)), and~ is nonzero. Therefore V7 (i) ~ Ek splits 
and ~i is also a lase, therefore an ase. 
The unicity and the permutation property follows immediately from the 
following: Assume there exist two ase's ~i and~~ of the form: 
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Then, since p~ is not split, there exist liftings '1/Ji, 'lj;~ inducing morphisms 
cPi, ¢~. But then (¢i¢Df.i = f.i which means that f.i is zero. Therefore an ase 
is unique and in particular, T(i) = T(i)'. Dually we prove that T(i) = T(i') 
implies i = i', so that T is a permutation. 
We see that tv looks like: 
( Ext!(Vi, Vj)) 
1 { 0 if J # T(i) 
where Ext a (Vi, Vj) = k f . ( .) d E 1 (T r V ) --'-i J = T z an some xta vi, i r 0 QED 
Corollary With the assumptions of the theorem above, we find that 
tHo= {(aij) If i # j CYij E k, CYij = 0 if j # T(i). If i = j, 
aiiEExt~(Vi, Vi) such that cPiiaii=aiicPii, V¢jiEEnd(Vj, Vi)}. 
The story of almost split sequences in the sense of Auslander starts in [Al]. 
3.3 Examples 
Let A= k[xo, x 1]/(f) where f = xg + x~, i.e. A is the A2 simple singularity. 
One finds two indecomposable maximal C.M. A-modules, A and some M. 
Ext~(M, M) is generated by two elements 6 and f.2. Only one, 6 say, is an 
ase. Moreover 6 U 6 # 0. Therefore 
and the modular versal family Vo looks like 
- (A MO) Vo = 0 
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where k ®k[E] M - M and M as an A-module is isomorphic to M EB A, 
corresponding to the quiver 
At:;MO 
Notice that the cycle in the quiver corresponds to the t: in H0 . 
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